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Let G be a group, p a prime, and H,(G) = (g E G 1 lg 1 # p). The 
Hughes conjecture is that if H,(G) # 1 then 1 G: H,(G)/ < p. The known 
results (see [4] for references) show that any finite counterexample to the 
conjecture must be a p-group with p > 5, nilpotence class > 2p - 2, and 
order at least p2pt2. A 2-generated counterexample must have class > 2p - 1. 
Wall [19] has constructed a counterexample for p = 5 but the conjecture 
appears to be open for 2-generated groups. 
Throughout the remainder of the paper G denotes a finite p-group. If  G 
has class c(G) = c, we use G = Gi > G, > .*. > G,+l = 1 to denote the 
lower central series of G and 1 = Z,,(G) < Z,(G) < ... < Z,(G) = G to 
denote the upper central series of G. For i < 0, Zi(G) is defined to be 1. 
We sometimes use Zi for Zi(G) and G’ for G, . Also GPk = (g”” I g E G), 
exp(G) is the exponent of G, Q(G) is the Frattini subgroup of G and d(G) is 
the number of elements in any minimal set of generators of G. Following 
Blackburn [l, p. 451 we call G a CF-group if I Gi/Gi+, I = p for i = 2,..., c(G) 
and we call G an ECF-group if G is a CF-group and exp(G/G,) = p. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be agroup theoretic property which is inherited by subgroups. 
Suppose G is a group of minimal order with property P which does not satisfy 
the Hughes conjecture. Then I G: H,(G)1 = p2. Furthermore, either G’ = H,(G) 
or / H,(G): G’ j = p and exp(G’) = p. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that given by Hogan and Kappe 
[12, p. 4521, where P is the property “metabelian” (see also [20, pp. 214-2151). 
COROLLARY. If all of the 3-generated subgroups of G satisfy the Hughes 
conjecture, then so does G. 
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Proof. I f  G were a minimal counterexample, then Lemma 1 would show 
G is 3-generated, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G is 2-generated. If G” < Z,-,,+,(G) or ;f G” is 
Abelian and can be generated by c - 2p elements, then G satisjes the Hughes 
conjecture. 
Proof. Let G be of minimal order such that G is 2-generated and G” < 
Z,-,,+,(G) but G does not satisfy the Hughes conjecture. By [4, Theorem 81 
we have Ze-ap+r # 1. Then (G/Z,)” = G”Z,/Z, < Z,-,,+,/Z, = Z,_,,(G/Z,) 
so G/Z, also satisfies the hypothesis. Thus 
H,(G/Zl) = 1 or I W-1 : H,(GIZd G P- 
Since Z, < H,(G) we have H,(G/Z,) < H,(G)/Z, and it follows that 
exp(G/Z,) = p. Now by a theorem of Blackburn [2, p. 3331 G,,-, < @(G’) = 
G”(G’)P < Ze--Bp+l . But this is impossible in a p-group. This proves the first 
part of the theorem. 
If G” is Abelian and can be generated by c - 2p elements the argument 
given in [4, Theorem 81 shows that 1 G” 1 < p~-Q+l so that G” < Z,-,,+,(G). 
Thus the second part of the theorem follows from the first part. 
The lemma below was proved by Macdonald [14, p. 4771 for the case that 
K = 1 and we use his method to prove the general case. 
LEMMA 2. If  Gpk < Z(G), then for all j > 1 
Proof. Let x and y  be arbitrary elements of G and let H = (y, y”) = 
(y, [y, xl). Then, since yPL = (yz)ph, the Hall-Petrescu identity [13, p. 3171 
gives [y, xl”” = (y-ly")"" = & . . . &')c,,, where Ci belongs to 
(y, Y”)~. It follows that [v,~]$E(H,)~~(H~)~~~‘(H~Z)~~-‘...(H~L--~)PH~,B. Now if 
y  E Gj , then Hi < Gji,. Hence [y, ~1”” E (G,z+l)Bb(Gjs+l)PK-*(G,D2+1)pb--2 ... 
(G,,u+#’ G++, so that (G,+#” < (G,z+l)PL(GiQ+1)PlL-*(Gj212+1)Pli--2 +.. 
(Gw-1+#’ ‘%“+I . The desired result is obtained by iteration. 
The next theorem and its first corollary improve Gallian’s Theorem 8 in [4]. 
Note that Theorem 2 is stronger than Theorem 1 for groups with class < 3~. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose G is 2-generated. If  G” < Z,(G) OY if G” is Abelian 
and can be generated by p elements, then G satisjies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Let G be of minimal order such that G is 2-generated and 
G” < Z,(G) but G does not satisfy the Hughes conjecture. Then G/Z, also 
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satisfies the hypothesis and it follows as in Theorem 1 that exp(G/Z,) = p. 
Hence G/Z, is a 2-generated metabelian group of exponent p and therefore 
by a result of Meier-Wunderli [18, p. lo], c(G/Z,) <p. Then c(G) < 2p 
and this contradicts a theorem of Macdonald [14, p. 4791. 
Now suppose that G is a group of minimum order with the properties that 
G” is Abelian and can be generated by p elements and G does not satisfy 
the Hughes conjecture. As before, we have Gp < Z, . By Theorem 1, 
c(G) < 3p and Lemma 2 shows that G4p < GsD+r = 1. Since G” < G4 we 
have 1 G” 1 < pp and therefore G” < Z,(G). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. If  G” is Abelian and can be generated by p - 2 elements, 
then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample. Then Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 2 together imply that exp(G”) < p so that 1 G” / < ppe2 and there- 
fore G” < Z .-a(G). This contradicts [4, Theorem 81. 
COROLLARY 2. If  (H,(G))’ is AbeZian and can be generated by p - 2 
elements, then G satis$es the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample. Lemma 1 shows 
G’ < H,(G) so that G” is Abelian and can be generated by p - 2 elements, 
a contradiction to Corollary I. 
COROLLARY 3. If  G has a subgroup M such that M > G, and M’ is 2- 
generated, then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Gallian [4, Theorem 1, Corollary 31 shows that we may assume 
/ M’ / < p2. Thus ) G” j ,< p2 and the result follows from Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 4. If  G is 2-generated and G4 < Z(G,), then G satis$es the 
Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Let G = CT Y>. Then G2 = +,YI, Ix, Lx, ~11, [Y, h ~11, W 
and it follows that G” is Abelian with 3-generators so G satisfies the Hughes 
conjecture. 
COROLLARY 5. If  G3 < Z(G,), then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample. Then Lemma 1 and Corollary 4 
above imply 1 G: G’ 1 = p3. Let G = (x, y, z, G,). Then 
G2 = <Hal, Lx, 4, [Y, 4, G3) 
and it follows that G” is a 3-generated Abelian group. This contradicts 
Corollary 1 above. 
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LEMMA 3. If  M is normal in G, M < G, and M is generated by n elements, 
then MP = Q(M). 
Proof. The proof given by Hobby [8, p. 2271 for the case M = G, is 
valid in this more general case. 
LEMMA 4. If  M is normal in G (p > 2), M < G, and every Abelian 
subgroup of M which is normal in G can be generated by n elements, then M can 
be generated by n elements. 
Proof. The proof given by Hobby [9, p. 13441 for the case M = G, is 
also valid in this more general case. 
The special case where M = G, in the next theorem is Gallian’s Theorem 9 
in [4]. 
THEOREM 3. If  G possesses a normal subgroup M with G, < M < G, and 
M can be generated by k elements with k < p - 1, then G satisjes the Hughes 
conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample and let N be a subgroup 
of G, of order p. The lemma in [4] shows Gp = N and Lemma 3 above shows 
M’ < IMP < GP = N. Hence / M/N 1 < pk and j M 1 < pxL1 <pp. If  
M > G, , then 1 G, / < pp and therefore c < 2p - 2, a contradiction to the 
theorem of Macdonald [16, p. 391. Thus M = G, and / G, 1 = pp. But 
Lemma 2 shows that exp(G,) = p and Lemma 3 implies G,’ = 1. It follows 
that G, 1 < pn, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 1. If  G possesses a normal subgroup M with G, < M < G, 
where k < p - 1 and every Abelian subgroup of M which is normal in G can be 
generated by k elements, then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of Lemma 4 and Theorem 3. 
Macdonald’s theorem [16, p. 391 im pl ies that if G does not satisfy the 
Hughes conjecture, then j G, / >, pp. This fact motivates the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. If  / G, / = pp and exp(G,) > p, then G satisfies the 
Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Clearly the hypothesis implies that G, is p - 1 generated. 
LEMMA 5. If  c(G) > 3 and / G,/G, j = p2, then G cannot be a normal 
subgroup contained in @(K) for any Jinite group K (K need not be a p-group). 
Proof. Let H = G/G, . Then H is a CF-group of class 3. By a theorem 
of Blackburn [I, p. 531, / H2 1 > I H, n Z,(H)1 = p and since Hz is charac- 
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teristic in H and has class 1 a theorem of Hill and Wright [7, p. 4141 shows H 
cannot be a normal subgroup contained in the Frattini subgroup of any finite 
group. So if G is normal in K and G < @P(K), then H < @(K/G,) and H is 
normal in K/G,, , a contradiction. 
LEMMA 6. An ECF-group G of exponent p has class < p. 
Proof. Suppose c(G) >, p. Tl len G contains a subgroup M of maximal 
class with 1 M 1 > p P+l [l, p. 651. Since M has exponent p it is regular and 
this contradicts [13, Satz 14.21, p. 3731. 
THEOREM 4. If  G is 2-generated and contains a normal CF-subgroup L 
with c(L) 2 3 and 1 L: L, 1 < pp, then G satisfies the Hughes conjectqe. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample. Then / G: G, j = pz, 
G, = Z’,_, and c > 2~. If  1 L 1 < p2*p1, then L < .ZzDsl < Z,+, = G, and 
( L,/L, 1 = p2 in contradiction to Lemma 5. Thus 1 L / > p2r’ and therefore 
c(L) > p. Since G/L,(,) satisfies the hypothesis, the lemma of [4] shows 
Gp <L(L) . But then, L/L,(,) is ECF of exponent p and class 3 p, a contra- 
diction to Lemma 6. 
COROLLARY 1. If  G is 2-generated and contains a normal subgroup L of 
maximal class, then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample. In view of the theorem we have 
IL 1 = ~3. Thus L < Z,(G) < G, and this contradicts a result of Hill and 
Parker [6, p. 2121. 
COROLLARY 2. If  G is 2-generated and colttains a nonabelian normal sub- 
group L with Zi+,(L)/Zi(L) y  1 f  c c ic or i = c(L) - p,..., c(L) - 2, then G satisfies 
the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample. First we consider the case 
that c(L) < p. Then Z,(L) is cyclic. I f  exp(Z,(L)) > p, then Z,(L) contains a 
characteristic cyclic subgroup of orderp2 and exp(Z,(G)) > p in contradiction 
to [4, Theorem 11. Thus exp(Z,(L)) = p and therefore / Z,+l(L)/Z,(L)I = p 
for i = 0, l,..., c(L) - 2 [13, p. 2661. It follows that L is a CF-group and 
L, = Z,(,)-,(L). Since Blackburn [l, pp. 55-561 has shown that a CF-group 
L always has the property that IL: Ze(L)-l(L)[ = p2 we have that L is of 
maximal class and this contradicts Corollary 1 above. 
Now suppose c(L) > p. Then G/Z,(L) satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem. If exp(L) > p, then by [4, Theorem 1, Corollary 41 we have Z,(L) &. 
H,(G) and it follows that exp(G/Z,(L)) = p. In any case we have 
481/41/Z-12 
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exp(L/Z,(L)) = p so that 1 Z,+&L)/Z,(L)/ = p for i = c(L) - p,..., c(L) - 2. 
It follows that L/Z,(,)-,(L) is an ECF-group of exponent p and class p, a 
contradiction. 
Next we use the same argument to obtain a twofold generalization of 
[3, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 5. If  Gpossesses a normal nonabelian subgroup L with 1 G: LJ ,< pp 
and Z,+,(L)/Z,(L) cyclic for i = c(L) -p,..., c(L) - 2, then G satisfies the 
Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample. If  c(L) < p, it follows 
as above that L is of maximal class and this contradicts [4, Theorem 31. 
The case.where c(L) > p is eliminated as in Corollary 2 above. 
The next result improves [4, Theorem 31 for the case that G is 2-generated. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose G is 2-generated. If  G contains a normal CF-subgroup 
Lwith/G:L,I <p 2p, then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample. Since 1 G 1 > p2p+a we 
have /L, j >, p2 and c(L) 3 3. Also, G/L,(,) satisfies the hypothesis and it 
follows that GP = LccL) . Since G/L is 2-generated we have / G/L: @(G/L)1 = 
/ G/L: (G/L)z / < ps. If  G/L is cyclic, then G’ ,( L and G” <L, . Since 
L/L,(,) is ECF of exponent p we have c(L) < p. Thus 1 L, I ,( pp-l and it 
follows that G” < Z,-,(G) which is impossible according to Theorem 2. 
Thus 1 G: G, / = p2 = 1 G/L: (G/L)2 1 = / G/L: GzL/L j = I G: G,L I. Hence 
G, = G,L and L < G, , in contradiction to Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 7. If  G is 2-generated and is contained as a normal subgroup in 
the Frattini subgroup of some finite group K (not necessarily a p-group) then G 
satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is counterexample. Gallian [4,Theorem 2, Corollary 31 
shows G’ = Q(G) so that I G/G, I = p3. Then G/G, is normal in K/G, and 
G/G, .< @(K)/G3 = @(K/G,). But Hill and Parker [6, p. 2121 have shown 
that a nonabelian group of order p3 cannot occur as a normal subgroup in 
the Frattini subgroup of any finite group. 
If  all the maximal subgroups of a group G are regular, then it is clear that 
G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. Whether the analogous result for second 
maximal subgroups is vahd is partially answered below. 
THEOREM 8. If  exp(@(G)) > p and aZZ th e second maximal subgroups of G 
are regular, then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
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Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample and let x E Q(G) with 1 x / > p. 
Let L be a maximal subgroup of G and let y  EL \ H,(G). Then 1 y  1 = 
/ xy 1 = p and (x, y) < L. If  (x, y) < L, then (x, y) is regular and it follows 
that 1 x I = p. Thus (x, y) = L and therefore all the maximal subgroups of G 
are 2-generated. This contradicts [3, Theorem 3, p. 401. 
COROLLARY. If d(G) # 3 and all the second maximal subgroups of G aye 
regular, then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample and let L be a maximal subgroup 
of G with exp(L) > p. Also let x EL \ H,(L) and let y  EL with I y  / > p. 
Then, as above, we have L = (x, y). It follows that d(G) = 2 and 
1 G: G’ / = p2. Since j L: H,(L)] = p we have / G: H,(G)] = p2 and therefore 
H,(G) = G’. Hence the theorem shows that G satisfies the Hughes con- 
jecture. 
The next result substantially generalizes [5, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 9. IfI G:Gp 1 <p 2p, then G satis$es the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a minimal counterexample and let N be a central 
subgroup of G of order p contained in GP. Then G/N also satisfies the 
hypothesis and it follows that Gp = N. Thus I G / < p2P+i and G satisfies 
the Hughes conjecture. 
Theorem 10 in [4] says that if 1 G 1 = p” and G contains an element of 
order P+~P+~ then G satisfies the Hughes conjecture. For most, but not all, 
choices of n and p the next result is stronger than that theorem. 
THEOREM 10. If 1 G 1 = pn and G has an element of order pk+l where k 
in the least integer greater than OY equal to (n - 3)/(p - l), then G satis$es 
the Hughes conjecture. 
Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample. Let x have order @+I and M be a 
maximal subgroup of G containing x. Then, by [4, Theorem 3, Corollary 11, 
M,_, = 1 and by [4, Theorem 2, Corollary 11, xp’ E M1+k(g--l) = 1, a 
contradiction. 
In [17, p. 2951 Mann proved that if G is a p-group such that all the sub- 
groups of G’ can be generated by *(p - 1) elements then G is regular. The 
corresponding statement and proof with G’ replaced by G, is also valid 
provided that p > 5. Since we may always assume p > 5 when dealing with 
the Hughes conjecture we have the following result. 
THEOREM 11. If  G has a maximal subgroup K with exp(K) > p and if 
every subgroup of K3 can be generated by $(p - 1) elements, then G satisjies 
the Hughes conjecture. 
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Proof. According to the remark above K is regular so that H,(K) = K. 
We conclude with some remarks on a generalization of the Hughes sub- 
group. For G a group, p a prime and K a positive integer define H+(G) = 
(g E G / ) g 1 > p”). In addition to the case where K = 1, the group H,,(G) 
has received attention where pk+l = exp(G) and p’; = 4 [lo, 11, 151. A 
problem of interest is to find conditions on G and K sufficient to imply that if 
H+(G) f  1 then 1 G: H&G)1 < p. Regular p-groups, s-minimal irregular 
p-groups (see [17, p. 2991 for definition) and p-groups of class at most 
p [lo] have this property for all R. A more accessible problem might be to find 
conditions on G and K sufficient to imply that if H+(G) # 1 then 
1 G: H&G)1 < p”. 
The last three results bear on these two problems and are natural generali- 
zations of Theorems 1 and 2 and the lemma in [4]. We omit the similar 
proofs. 
THEOREM 12. If G contains a subgroup K with exp(Z,+,P,(K)/Zi(K)) > p” 
for some i, then K < H,s(G). 
THEOREM 13. If  G contains a subgroup K with exp(KJK,+,-,) > pk for 
some i, then K < H&G). 
Hogan [lo, p. 391 has constructed examples which show that 
exp(Z~+,(K)lZW)) > P” (or exp(WK+D) > P”) 
for some i does not imply K < H&G). 
LEMMA 7. Let P be a group theoretic property. Suppose G has property 
P and is a minimal counterexample to either one of the two problems mentioned 
above for some k. If  G has a central subgroup N of order p such that GIN has 
property P, then Gp” = N. Furthermore, if GIN has property P for all central 
subgroups N of order p, then Z, is cyclic and j Z, 1 < pk. 
Note that the conclusion of Lemma 2 holds for any group which satisfies 
the hypothesis of Lemma 7. 
Note added in proof. In a private communication, Avinoam Mann has shown that 
the condition “exp(@(G)) > p” in Theorem 8 is unnecessary. 
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